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Description

Hi Andreas, can you add an option in the bookmark settings to browse folders from the hard disk and set the desired folder as a
bookmark? It could help people that don't have an usb keyboard to write folder paths, like me.

I usually put all my video files in /dev_hdd0/MOVIES, so I modify the file 'bookmark' found in /dev_hdd0/game/"Something". The file is
attached if someone needs it, it only has to be copied to the Showtime settings folder in /dev_hdd0/game/"Something"

Thanks in advance.

Associated revisions
Revision 739a8a9e - 07/26/2012 10:56 PM - Andreas Smas

Make it possible to bookmark a page directly from the popup menu

Fixes #573

History
#1 - 06/21/2011 07:25 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Accepted

I've had this idea myself for a while but I think it is better to add a "bookmark this location" in the popup meny.

Because:

    -  This is more similar to how it works in normal browser.
    -  If you have browsed to a location and want to bookmark it you don't have to remember the location and browse there again
    -  It's easier when bookmarking non-browseable pages (search-queries, resources from plugins, etc)

#2 - 09/08/2011 01:13 PM - Rusty Unknown

Andreas Öman wrote:

I've had this idea myself for a while but I think it is better to add a "bookmark this location" in the popup meny.

Because:
    -  This is more similar to how it works in normal browser.
    -  If you have browsed to a location and want to bookmark it you don't have to remember the location and browse there again
    -  It's easier when bookmarking non-browseable pages (search-queries, resources from plugins, etc)
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I suggest using the current folder name as the bookmark name. Where is this popup menu? Would be better to add a button on the directory list
screen? Above the list of files/videos we can have the bookmark button for this folder/directory.

#3 - 05/20/2012 09:47 AM - Andreas Smas
- Target version set to 4.0

#4 - 06/28/2012 10:30 PM - Jerome Morrow

Excellent idea, less clicks its always better. ;-)

The Bookmarks could also work with:
- SMB Folders
- Youtube: Subscriptions, Favorites, Playlists. 
- Revision3: Specific show.

#5 - 06/29/2012 09:03 AM - Andreas Smas

Yeah, The bookmarks simply just works with any page as all pages have a URI.

You can even add a bookmark to "page:home" that will take you right back to the home page again.

#6 - 07/29/2012 09:36 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:739a8a9e24489f651ab85050f248adc3b3199c86.
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